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In Section I, we begin with a discussion of strategic entry-deterrence models. We modify the textbook model to assume that entry costs are random, and unknown to the incumbent when the investment is made. We note that the incentive to deter entry will often be stronger in intermediate-sized markets than in very small or very large markets. In the former, no investments are needed to deter entry. In the latter, deterring entry is often impossible. This can lead to a nonmonotonic relationship between equilibrium investment levels and market size.
At a general level, one could describe our approach to testing whether investment patterns suggest an entry-deterrence motive as follows: first, identify a prediction of the theory that would differ depending on whether firms take entry-deterrence benefits into account, and then examine the competing predictions in the data. Section II develops a taxonomy of strategic investment models in which investments are classified on the basis of whether "direct" and "competition" effects are positive or negative. We show that investments will be monotonically related to market size if firms do not have entry-deterrence motives; and the nature of the investment is such that the direct and competition effects have the same sign. The important implication of the theoretical result is, that if the two effects would go in the same direction in a given application, then one can reject the null hypothesis of no entry deterrence by testing and rejecting the hypothesis that there is a monotonic relationship between firms' actions and market size in a cross section of markets. (The requirement that the two effects go in the same direction is restrictive: in many applications, one would expect the two effects to work in opposite directions.) Section III contains a brief discussion of the econometric literature on testing whether relationships are monotone, a description of the tests we will use, and some additional monotonicity theorems relating to models with measurement error and endogenous right-hand-side variables. Robustness to such factors is a potential advantage of an approach focusing on monotonicity.
In Section IV, we turn our attention to the pharmaceutical industry. In addition to its practical importance, the pharmaceutical industry has two features that make it a nice environment in which to study strategic entry deterrence: there are several tools that incumbents might use to deter entry; and we can construct a cross-section dataset containing markets of different sizes. We have data on four potential strategic investments: "detail advertising" is sending representatives to doctors' offices; "journal advertising" is the placement of advertisements in medical journals; "presentation proliferation" refers to selling a drug in many different forms; and pricing. We treat every branded drug with a patent that is about to expire as a market in which an incumbent is threatened by potential entry. We treat revenue received in the United States in the years immediately prior to patent expiration as a proxy for market size because it is a strong predictor of whether generic entry will occur. The lowest-revenue drugs in our sample are unlikely to ever face generic competition, whereas entry is a near certainty for high revenue drugs. Such heterogeneity is important for our approach.
Section V presents our cross-section analysis of the behavior of pharmaceutical incumbents. For each of the potential strategic investments, we first present descriptive evidence on what incumbents do as their patents are close to expiration. Then, we comment on whether the investment satisfies the conditions under which monotonicity tests may be a useful way to look for evidence of strategic behavior. Some do, and some do not. Finally, we look for evidence of entry deterrence by formally testing whether the behavior is nonmonotonically related to pre-expiration revenues in the cross section, and informally discussing whether any apparent nonmonotonicities are of the form that would be expected in a strategic entry deterrence model. Section VI exploits the panel nature of our dataset as another potential source of evidence of entry-deterrence motives. While our approach to testing for strategic entry deterrence only requires a single cross section, we note that having data both on actions immediately prior to patent expiration, and actions in earlier years when patent expiration was less salient, allows us to also implement a difference-in-differences version of our test. In theory, such an approach may make tests more powerful. In our application, however, we find fewer significant estimates here. We conclude that there are some patterns in the data that would be consistent with firms' reacting to entrydeterrence motives, but that the evidence is not very strong. More broadly, we hope that our results also suggest that monotonicity tests may be a useful way to provide evidence on "strategic investment" theories in industrial organization and other fields.
Our paper can be seen as related to two empirical literatures in industrial organization. First, a number of papers have previously explored pricing, advertising, and entry in the pharmaceutical industry.
2 Most closely related is Richard E. Caves, Michael D. Whinston, and Mark A. Hurwitz (1991) , a descriptive study based on 30 drugs with patents expiring between 1976 and 1987. The authors look mostly at the average behavior of incumbents before and after expiration. Also, drugs in the study are separated into low-and high-revenue categories, and the difference in incumbent advertising behavior is examined. Fiona M. Scott Morton (2000) focuses on the determinants of generic entry in a dataset that overlaps substantially with ours. In addition to looking at exogenous market characteristics, she also looks for effects of incumbents' advertising expenditures on the probability of generic entry. Henry G. Grabowski and John M. Vernon (1992) also study a panel of drugs with expiring patents, and focus on post-entry behavior of both incumbents and generic entrants. Ellison and Catherine Wolfram (2006) examine pricing as a potentially strategic investment to forestall future regulation. They find that price increases by pharmaceutical firms during the Clinton health care reform debate were related to measures of firms' potential losses from drug price regulation.
A second literature to which we contribute is the empirical literature on strategic entry deterrence (and entry accommodation). Developing structural tests of whether particular investments are strategic has been seen as difficult. One paper that has taken this approach is Vrinda Kadiyali's (1996) study of the market for film. It has been more common to provide indirect evidence of strategic investment by showing that investments affect future competition (which implies that investments will be strategic if firms are rational and aware of the effect on competition). One can think of Marvin B. Lieberman's (1987) discussion of the responses by incumbents in chemical industries to rivals' additions of capacity; Judith A. Chevalier's (1995a Chevalier's ( , 1995b studies of the effect of capital restructuring on entry and exit and supermarket pricing; and Scott Morton's (2000) discussion of the effects of advertising on entry as providing evidence of this sort. A third approach, taken by Austan Goolsbee and Chad Syverson (2008) in the airline industry, is to examine how incumbent behavior changes in response to exogenous changes in potential entry that otherwise have no effect on current competitive conditions.
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I. Strategic Entry Deterrence
In this section, we develop a simple model to review the idea of strategic entry deterrence, and bring out its implications in a framework suited to empirical applications. We use a numerical example to illustrate how nonmonotonic patterns can arise in cross-section data.
A. A Model
The prototypical model of strategic entry deterrence is a three-stage game, like the first one in Figure 1 . In the first stage, the incumbent firm 1 chooses an investment level A at a cost of c(A). Assume that c′ (A) > 0 and c″ (A) ≥ 0 . Before the second stage, the potential entrant (firm 2) observes the incumbent's choice of A. Firm 2 then chooses whether to enter the market, which requires paying a sunk cost of E . In the third stage, either the incumbent is a monopolist or the incumbent 
Assume that π 1 m * (A) and π i d * (A) are concave, and that the firms' best responses are always interior and given by the unique solution to the first-order conditions.
The one departure we have made from the way strategic entry-deterrence models are usually structured is that we assume that firm 2's entry cost E is stochastic with CDF F(E) and so that firm 1 will not know for sure whether entry will occur when making its investment decision. We think this improves the theory and is necessary for empirical application.
B. The Strategic Entry-deterrence Incentive
Let A Ed * be the sequential equilibrium choice of A in this model. Investment is said to be "distorted" by the strategic entry-deterrence motive to the extent that A Ed * differs from the investment level, A nd * , that would be chosen in the second game pictured in Figure 1 . 4 In this game, firm 2 does not observe firm 1's investment level before the entry decision, so the investment cannot have a causal effect on entry. The nonstrategic benchmark A nd * can be thought of as reflecting what would happen if there was no entry-deterrence motive. It can be of interest for several reasons. For example, antitrust authorities may insist that firms do not take actions that serve only to eliminate future competition, and economists may want to know whether firms are sufficiently rational and forward looking to invest strategically.
To understand the strategic entry-deterrence motive, it is useful to consider the first-order conditions that describe A Ed * and A nd * . In the strategic entry-deterrence model, firm 1's expected profit is a function of its first-period investment:
In the model with no entry-deterrence motive, firm 1's expected profit depends both on the actual value of A, and on firm 2's belief about the value of A. In equilibrium, firm 2 will assign probability one to firm 1 having chosen A nd * , so firm 1's expected profit is
The first-order conditions for the equilibrium investment levels in the two models are
The final term in the first-order condition for A Ed * is the "strategic entry-deterrence" incentive. Because firm 1's profit is higher when in monopoly, it has an incentive to distort its investment to reduce firm 2's profit (which reduces the likelihood of entry).
Note that the strategic entry-deterrence incentive will often be larger in intermediate-sized markets than in very small, or very large markets. The incentive is a product of three terms. The third of these, f ( π 2 d * ( A Ed * )), is the likelihood that firm 2's fixed entry costs are exactly equal to the equilibrium profits firm 2 would earn at the post-entry stage. In very small (or very large) markets, this likelihood will be small because the fixed entry costs will almost surely be much larger (smaller) than the duopoly profits. In intermediate-sized markets, there is a greater chance that the investment will have a pivotal effect on entry.
C. An Example of Entry deterrence in a Cross Section of Markets
In this section, we present a concrete example of a strategic investment model and discuss cross-sectional implications.
Example 1 (Targeted Advertising with Spillovers):
Consider a cross section of markets. Suppose that the ith market has a mass z i of potential consumers, but that the markets are otherwise identical. Let A reflect the per-consumer expenditures on a form of advertising that raises potential consumers' valuations for all products in the product class. More specifically, assume that each market contains consumers with heterogeneous types, θ, distributed uniformly on [0, 1], and that if the monopolist spends z i A on advertising in market i, a consumer of type θ receives utility θ √ _ 2A − p 1 if he buys the (branded) good from firm 1 at price p 1 , (1/2) θ √ _ 2A − p 2 if he buys the (generic) good from firm 2 at price p 2 , and zero if he buys neither good.
In the final period of this model it is easy to check that a monopolist sets 
2A
. Figure 2 contains a graph of the equilibrium advertising levels in this model when the distribution F of entry costs is log normal with mean 0.0025 and variance 0.0015. In the model without entry-deterrence motives, A declines smoothly from 1/32 at z = 0 to 32/2401 in the limit as z → ∞.
5 When there is also an entry-deterrence motive, advertising levels are similar when z is small, but substantially lower in markets of small to intermediate size as firm 1 distorts its advertising downward to deter entry. In larger markets firm 1 begins to give up on entry deterrence, and the advertising levels in the strategic entry-deterrence model approach the equilibrium values of the model without entry deterrence.
A notable feature of this example is that the relationship between advertising and market size is monotonic in the model without the entry-deterrence incentive and nonmonotonic in the model with the entry-deterrence incentive. The next section discusses the generality of this feature and the possibility of basing tests of strategic intent on it.
II. Monotonicity and Entry-Deterrence Motives
At a general level, our approach is to identify where two competing models make different predictions and then examine those predictions. The null hypothesis for the test we have in mind is that investments are not influenced by the strategic entry-deterrence motive. In this section we discuss conditions under which this model predicts that the investment-market size relationship will be monotone. Under those conditions, if the data are nonmonotone, then one can conclude that investments are influenced by the entry-deterrence motive (or that auxiliary assumptions of our propositions are violated). 5 Note that in order to show what happens as z goes from zero to infinity, we have rescaled the x-axis on the graph using x = z/(z + 1) . The figure graphs the equilibrium advertising intensity in the model of Section IC, where advertising raises consumers' valuations both for the branded drug and for a generic substitute. The distribution of entry costs is assumed to be lognormal with mean 0.0025 and standard deviation 0.0015. The dotted line is the equilibrium advertising level when advertising is not observed until after firm 2's entry decision is made (and hence there is no entrydeterrence motive.) The solid line is the equilibrium advertising level when advertising is observed in advance of the potential entry. 
A. A Basic Monotonicity result: The direct and Competition Effects
Consider the model of investment without an entry-deterrence motivation. Suppose that the profit and cost functions also depend on a characteristic z of the market. Our leading example will be the number of potential consumers in the market. Assume that the variable z is ordered so that larger values of z correspond to markets that are more profitable for firm 2, i.e., π 2 d * (A, z) /∂z > 0. In the nonstrategic investment model, investments will covary with z for two reasons.
The direct effect is positive if increasing z raises the marginal benefit from the investment more than it raises the marginal cost of the investment (holding entry probabilities fixed). When the direct effect is positive, it gives the incumbent an incentive to invest more when z is larger. A negative direct effect gives the opposite incentive.
The competition effect is positive if the marginal benefit of the investment is larger when firm 1 is engaged in duopoly competition than it is when firm 1 is a monopolist. A larger value of z makes it more likely that firm 2 will enter. When the competition effect is positive, it provides an incentive for firm 1 to invest more when z is larger. The following simple proposition identifies a set of circumstances in which investment levels will be monotone in z if firms are not influenced by entry-deterrence motives. 6 Recall that our model subsumes entry-accommodation motives. 7 Note that this does involve an additional assumption. Earlier, we had assumed just that z was ordered so that
, the added assumption can be thought of as a requirement that the direct effect of z on firm 2's profits is greater than the indirect effect that comes from firm 1 changing its investment level in response to changing market conditions. While this assumption is often satisfied, it is stronger than is necessary. By expanding (d π 2 d * /dz) before solving for dA/dz, it is easy to see that it suffices to instead add the assumption that
This will always hold if the direction in which firm 1 changes A as competition becomes more likely reduces firm 2's profits (so that the right-hand side is negative). For example, this would be the case for an investment in a form of nonrivalrous advertising which raised consumer awareness of, or valuation for, all products in a product class. Otherwise, it will be necessary that the term on the right-hand side not be too large, which will hold, for example, if the distribution of entry costs is sufficiently diffuse so that the density term is sufficiently small. 8 To make the propositions easier to read, we have written them using words like "increasing" and "positive" rather than "nondecreasing" and "nonnegative." The results extend in all of the obvious ways, e.g., investment is
The proof of this proposition is given in the Appendix.
Remark 1: Proposition 1 is not a result that says that investment without an entry-deterrence motive is monotone in z provided some minor technical conditions hold. We get monotonicity if the direct and competition effects work in the same direction. In some applications, the two effects go in the same direction. In others they do not.
Remark 2: When examining the relationship between investment levels and market sizes, one has substantial latitude in defining the left-and right-hand-side variables. Monotone transformations of either variable will not affect whether a relationship is monotonic, but other choices, like whether to use total or per capita advertising expenditure, can. Ideally, variables should be chosen so that the direct and competition effects will be of the same sign and the direct effects are not so strong as to make it implausible that strategic entry-deterrence motives will lead to nonmonotonicities.
Remark 3: The proposition says nothing about what happens if the direct and competition effects go in opposite directions. One can still look for evidence of strategic entry deterrence by looking for nonmonotonicities in such applications. One would, however, want to consider whether alternate explanations for the nonmonotonicity involving different nonstrategic effects dominating in different regions were plausible.
One noteworthy special case, in which the monotonicity argument is particularly simple, is when z is the number of potential consumers in the market, and the profit and cost functions are directly proportional to z. In this case, we have the following corollary. 
B. Examples of direct and Competition Effects
In this section, we discuss the direct and competition effects in a few examples. The examples are related to our pharmaceutical application, and are also intended more generally to build intuition for how Proposition 1 can be applied.
First, consider our previous example (Example 1) in which advertising increased consumer values for both the branded and generic good. In Section C, we showed graphically that advertising (measured as expenditure per potential consumer) was monotone decreasing in the market size. Why this occurred should now be easy to understand. The profit and cost functions satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 1, monotone nondecreasing if the direct and competition effects are both nonnegative, and investment is monotone increasing if the direct and competition effects are both nonnegative and one is strictly positive. so there is no direct effect. The competition effect is negative because the benefit of the advertising is greater for a monopolist than for a duopolist. (The duopolist gains less, both because advertising has a smaller impact on consumers' incremental preferences for the incumbent's product relative to the entrant's, and because the incumbent has a smaller market share in duopoly.)
We can get a simple example of a model for which nonstrategic investment may not be monotone by altering the advertising technology in Example 1. Example 1 assumed that advertising costs were proportional to the number of potential consumers. This might be a good model, for example, for an Internet advertising campaign targeted at consumers who searched for a disease-specific keyword. For some other forms of advertising, it would be more reasonable to assume that the cost of a campaign is independent of the number of potential consumers. For example, the cost of advertising a drug during the Super Bowl does not depend on the number of people who might benefit from the drug.
Example 2 (Broadcast Advertising with Spillovers):
Consider
the model of Example 1 but alter the advertising technology so that the total cost of a campaign that increases each consumer's valuation by √ _
2A is A regardless of the market size.
In this model, the direct effect is positive: advertising is no more costly in larger markets and delivers greater benefits (holding market structure fixed). The competition effect remains negative. Hence, Proposition 1 does not apply. The fact that there are effects going in both directions does not imply that nonstrategic investment would be nonmonotone-it could be that the direct effect is so strong as to make investment increasing in z for all z . But we will get a nonmonotonic pattern for some entry cost distributions.
Another investment that we consider in our empirical section is product proliferation: firms may develop alternate "presentations" of a product, developing tablets with different strengths or oral liquid versions, for instance. Because pharmacists can only substitute a generic version of a drug if the presentation prescribed by the doctor is available in a generic, these investments may be particularly valuable when an entrant will only offer a strict subset of the incumbent's product line. The example below is motivated by the informal suggestion of Ellison et al. (1997) that a dual decision-maker process might be one way to account for patterns of cross-price elasticities between similar branded drugs, and between branded drugs and generic competitors.
Example 3 (Product Proliferation):
Let z i be the mass of potential consumers for drug i. Suppose that if the incumbent invests A, then with probability p(A) it invents an alternate presentation of the drug. Suppose that each potential consumer receives benefit v s from the standard presentation. Suppose that the alternate presentation gives benefit v a > v s to a fraction α of consumers and no benefit to other consumers. Suppose that consumer purchases are the result of a two-stage process. In the first stage, a doctor prescribes whichever presentation is better for each patient. In the second stage, consumers visit a pharmacy, learn the price of the branded and generic version of their prescribed presentation (if a generic exists), and choose which firm to buy from, if any. Assume that a consumer's willingness to pay for a generic version of any presentation is a fraction θ of his or her willingness to pay for the branded version, with θ ∼ U[0, 1]. Assume that α v a < v s and that the entry cost distribution is such that the generic firm never produces the alternate presentation.
The direct effect is positive in this model: the benefits of the investment are proportional to z i , whereas the costs are independent of z i . The competition effect is also positive. A monopolist charges v s and v a for the two presentations, and therefore gets an incremental benefit of z i α( v a − v s ) from having the second presentation. If the generic firm enters and produces the standard product, it will set the price equal to v s /2 and sell to half of the consumers. The incumbent's incremental benefit from having the second product is then
Another model of advertising that would be natural for some applications (though probably not as important in our application) is advertising that increases perceived differentiation between the incumbent's product, and the entrant's. With proportional advertising costs, we would again expect advertising levels in such models to be monotone. This time, however, we would expect advertising to be monotone increasing: differentiating advertising is more valuable to a duopolist (which relies on differentiation to maintain markups) than to a monopolist. Here is a formal version:
Example 4 (Targeted Differentiating Advertising):
Suppose market i has a mass z i of potential consumers with unit demands differentiated by a taste parameter θ which is uniformly distributed on [−1, 1]. Suppose that after the incumbent in market i spends z i A on advertising, a consumer of type θ receives utility 1 − p 1 if he buys the good from the incumbent firm 1 at price p 1 , 1 + θt(1 + √ _ 2A ) − p 2 if he buys from firm 2 at p 2 , and zero if he makes no purchase.
With this specification duopoly profits are proportional to 1 + √ _ 2A and monopoly profits are independent of A. Hence, the competition effect is positive. Again, there is no direct effect. Hence, nonstrategic advertising levels will be monotone increasing. Here, the assumption that advertising is "targeted," i.e., that costs are proportional to the mass of potential consumers, is not critical. If advertising costs were instead independent of z i , then there would simply be a positive direct effect that went along with the positive competition effect.
III. Econometric Issues
The theoretical results, above, suggest that one could provide evidence that investment levels reflect a strategic entry-deterrence motive, first by arguing that investment levels A should be monotone in a market size measure z absent entrydeterrence motives, and then by showing that they are actually nonmonotone. In this section, we discuss the econometric implementation of such a test.
A. Standard Tests of Monotonicity
Several econometric papers have proposed tests of the hypothesis that data { A i , z i } are generated by a process
with A * (z) being monotone increasing in z and the ϵ i being independent of z i . These include Irène Gijbels et al. (2000); Subhashis Ghosal, Arusharka Sen, and Aad W. van der Vaart (2000); and Peter Hall and Nancy E. Heckman (2000). Hall and Heckman's (2000) approach is simple and intuitive: if the true A * (z) is monotone increasing, then it is unlikely that there will be large ranges of z over which the relationship between A i and z i appears to be decreasing. This motivates forming a test statistic by looking at how strong of a downward relationship one can find by considering all ranges r = [ r 1 , r 2 ] containing at least m data points. Specifically, they propose estimating a linear regression on the subset of the data with z i ∈ r for each such r, and using the product of the regression coefficient ˆ β r and the sample standard deviation of the z's in the range σ z r as a measure of the strength of any decreasing relationship, i.e., they set
They show that critical values can be obtained by a bootstrap with normal errors, or by a nonparametric bootstrap, provided that m increases sufficiently quickly in n.
B. our Implementation
In this paper, we will test for monotonicity in two ways: one uses a slight modification of Hall and Heckman's (2000) test statistic; the other uses a new statistic we propose.
Our modification of Hall and Heckman's (2000) test statistic is necessitated by the fact that we want the null hypothesis to be that A * (z) is monotone, rather than monotone increasing. To this end, we set
Intuitively, this will be large if there are both ranges over which the data are increasing, and ranges over which the data are decreasing.
The second test statistic we try assesses how well the data can be fit by a monotone function. Specifically, we use isotone regression to determine the monotone function  f (z) that best fits the data, form the residuals
, and use a test statistic like that in Ellison and Ellison (2000) to test whether the residuals appear to come from a misspecified model:
where W is a kernel weight matrix with elements w ij reflecting differences in the z's,
, and  σ 2 =  ϵ ′  ϵ /n. Intuitively, if the true A * (z) is nonmonotone, then there will be regions where A * (z) >  f (z) and other regions where A * (z) <  f (z). This test looks for such regions by looking at whether the residuals from nearby observations are positively correlated.
We obtained critical values for each of these tests via bootstrap methods. We have not tried to extend the existing results to obtain formal proofs that this procedure is valid in our setting.
9 Therefore, we conduct simulations to help assess the validity of the procedure, and the power of the tests. We discuss these briefly in the Appendix.
C. Measurement Error
A second issue that will come up in many applications is that one may have only an imperfect proxy for "market size" z. For example, in a dataset examining a cross section of cities or countries, one would typically use population as a proxy for market size, which would not allow for taste differences across markets. We note here that this is often not a problem for our approach.
Suppose z is unobserved, but the data contain a proxy r correlated with z. Given a dataset containing observations { A i , r i } satisfying A i = A * ( z i ) + ϵ i and appropriate regularity conditions, one can estimate the function A(r) defined by A(r) ≡ E( A * (z) | r). Whether looking for nonmonotonicity remains appropriate, depends on whether A(r) inherits the monotonicity of A * (z) under the null. Standard results from incentive theory make it easy to give conditions under which this will hold. The conditional density f (x | θ) of a random variable is said to have the monotone likelihood ratio property PROOF: MLRP implies that the distribution of z conditional on r is increasing in the first order stochastic dominance sense (Paul R. Milgrom 1981) . This implies that the expectation conditional on r of any increasing function of z is increasing in r. A(r) is the expectation of A * (z).
In the classic measurement error model, r i = z i + ϵ i , the MLRP holds provided that the density g of ϵ has g(ϵ − δ)/g(ϵ) increasing in ϵ for any δ > 0. This holds for 9 The theoretical results of Hall and Heckman (2000) cannot be applied directly for a couple of reasons: we have modified the test statistic to make it two-sided, and in some of our applications the A variable is discrete, which does not fit with their assumption that the ϵ i are i.i.d. The theoretical results in Ellison and Ellison (2000) are inapplicable because it is assumed there that the function  f (z) is obtained via a parametric method, whereas the  f (z) in this paper is a nonparametric estimate. 10 In unreported simulations, we also examined the power of the Ghosal, Sen, and van der Vaart (2000) and Gijbels et al. (2000) tests. We chose the two statistics we use because they were quicker to compute and/or more powerful in these simulations. most standard distributions including the normal. We therefore think of Proposition 2 as indicating that measurement error is not a significant obstacle to our approach.
D. Endogeneity
In some applications, one may also worry that the available proxies for market size are endogenous. For example, in our application, we use the total revenue that the incumbent has been receiving prior to patent expiration as the proxy. This will be correlated with the number of potential consumers and their aggregate willingness to pay, but will also be influenced by the investments, e.g., revenue will be higher if the incumbent advertises more.
Endogeneity is a more serious concern. However, the fact that we are only interested in monotonicity (as opposed to obtaining consistent parameter estimates) will mitigate the concern in some circumstances. Formally, consider again a cross-section dataset containing investment levels A i and a proxy r i for the market size. Suppose that
where z i , ϵ i , and η i are unobserved independent random variables and r(z, A) is a function that is monotone increasing in both arguments. Again, the function one can hope to estimate from the data is A(r) ≡ E( A * (z) + ϵ | r). Define ˜ r (z, ϵ) ≡ r(z, A * (z) + ϵ). One result showing that endogeneity need not be a problem is straightforward. 
PROOF:
When η has a monotone likelihood ratio, the distribution of ˜ r (z, ϵ) is increasing in r in the sense of first order stochastic dominance (FOSD). When the distributions of ˜ r (z, ϵ) conditioned on each argument both have the MLRP, this in turn implies that the distributions of z and ϵ are both increasing in r in the FOSD sense. When A * (z) is monotone increasing, this implies that the distribution of A * (z) + ϵ is increasing in r in the FOSD sense, which implies that A(r) is increasing.
Proposition 3 has two primary limitations. One is that it only covers the case in which A * (z) is monotone increasing, not the case when A * (z) is monotone decreasing. The reader may be confused about how this can matter: what happens if one simply redefines the "investment" to be − A? The resolution to this is that "increasing" is meaningful because we are maintaining the assumption that the endogenous relationship is that r is increasing in A. An intuition for Proposition 3 is that when the two relationships go in the same direction, then A is increasing in r for two reasons: A is larger because z is larger and A * (z) is monotone; and A is also larger in expectation because of the endogenous relationship in which larger values of A cause r to be larger.
A second limitation is that we have assumed that ˜ r (z, ϵ) satisfies two monotone likelihood ratio properties. If r (z, A) is linear in its arguments, then one of these reduces to the assumption that the distribution of ϵ has a monotone likelihood ratio. The other is that the distribution of z + β A * (z) has a monotone likelihood ratio. Even if z is normally distributed, one could find monotone functions A * (z) for which z + β A * (z) has a bimodal distribution (choose a function with two broad flat portions separated by a steeper portion). This seems less important as a practical concern.
E. IV Approaches
In our application, we do not have compelling instruments. However, in other applications of our framework, it is possible that measurement error and endogeneity might addressed with an IV approach. The simplest example of such an approach would be to assume that the relationship between A and z had a known parametric form. For example, if one added the assumption that A i = α 0 + α 1 z i + α 2 z i 2 + … + α n z i n + ϵ i and had an instrument for the market size proxy, then one could estimate the parameters α 0 , … , α n via a simple IV regression (using polynomials of the instrument as instruments for the z k ). A polynomial is monotonic if and only if the coefficients belong to some set, and one could test the restriction that the coefficients belong to this set.
A natural idea for developing a nonparametric version of this approach would be to implement a nonparametric IV estimator as the first stage and then test whether the fitted function is monotonic. See Whitney K. Newey and James L. Powell (2003) , Richard Blundell, Xiaohong Chen, and Dennis Kristensen (2007) , and Chen and Demian Pouzo (2008) , among others, for approaches to nonparametric IV estimation. Whether monotonicity tests can be validly applied to such estimates under some regularity conditions is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. The Pharmaceutical Industry
In this section, we provide some background on the US pharmaceutical industry, discuss strategic instruments that firms might try to use to deter generic entry, describe our dataset, and note that the dataset has the type of heterogeneity in market size required for our approach.
A. Industry Background
Prior to 1984, all but the most popular drugs tended to retain their monopoly position in the US market long after their patent protection expired. FDA regulations required any firm wanting to produce a generic substitute to repeat the lengthy process of tests and clinical trials to which the incumbent had been subjected. Things changed dramatically in the mid-1980s: the Waxman-Hatch Act of 1984 reduced regulatory barriers to generic entry, and state laws mandating/allowing generic substitution by pharmacists boosted the market share of generic drugs.
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When a blockbuster drug like Prozac loses patent protection, generic entry is swift and sure-within 18 months, Prozac faced 21 generic competitors and had lost more than 80 percent of its market. Most drugs, however, are not blockbusters. Many FDA-approved drugs never achieve much commercial success. Others have been largely supplanted by the time they lose protection. For such drugs, generic entry is much less certain.
There are a number of investments that one could imagine pharmaceutical incumbents distorting in order to deter entry. The most obvious is advertising, which plays an important role in pharmaceutical markets-an oft-cited statistic by critics of the pharmaceutical industry is that more money is spent by the industry on marketing than on research and development. In the period we study, there were two main advertising channels: "detail" and "journal" advertising.
12 Detail advertising is the practice of having sales representatives visit doctors' offices to inform them about studies assessing a drug's effectiveness and otherwise promote the product in one-on-one conversations. Journal advertising is the placement of advertisements in medical journals and other publications read by doctors. Expenditures on detail advertising are typically much larger than expenditures on journal advertising.
A second potential instrument for strategic entry deterrence that has received much less attention is presentation proliferation. Many prescription drugs are sold in a large number of "presentations." The tranquilizer Haldol, for example, is sold in 1/2 , 1, 2, 5, 10, and 20 milligram tablets, as a concentrated liquid in bottles, and as a solution for intravenous use in vials, ampules, and disposable syringes. When a drug is produced in many presentations, it would be more costly for an entrant to replicate the incumbent's full product line. A potential entrant can (and often does) choose to produce a strict subset of the set of presentations offered by the incumbent. This does, however, reduce subsequent profits. Rules on generic substitution vary from state to state, but they typically make it difficult for patients to substitute across presentations. For example, if a doctor has prescribed that a patient take one 100mg tablet per day, then the pharmacist may be prevented from dispensing 50mg tablets and instructing the consumer to take two tablets per day.
An additional instrument that firms might use to deter entry is pricing. Pharmaceutical manufacturers sell drugs to different consumers at different prices. Our data contain average wholesale prices for two classes of purchasers: hospitals and drugstores. Grabowski and Vernon (1992) . 12 Direct-to-consumer advertising via mass media did not begin in earnest until the mid-1990s. See Meredith B. Rosenthal et al. (2002) for a description of the practice and some documentation of its prevalence. 13 As discussed in Ellison and Christopher M. Snyder (2010), the former are typically substantially lower because of differences in the bargaining power of hospitals and drugstores. exclusivity expiration between 1986 and 1992. Details of the construction of our dataset appear in Appendix Section C.
The main variables used in the analysis are described in Tables 1 and 2 . The first five variables in Table 2 are defined at the drug level. The mean of the Entry3yr variable reflects that 37 of the 63 drugs experienced generic entry in the three-year window. The mean of the revenue3 variable indicates that the average drug had annual revenues of $39.4 million.
detail3 and Journal3 are average annual values of the advertising variables over the same three-year, pre-expiration period for which revenue3 was computed. The values for the mean advertising ratios in Table 2 indicate that 1.4 percent of sales were spent on journal advertising and approximately 5 percent on detail advertising.
14 PresHerf 3 is a Herfindahl-style measure of the degree to which revenues are concentrated in a small number of presentations in the three years prior to patent expiration. 15 Although the average number of presentations per drug is greater thansix, the mean value of 0.54 indicates that one or two presentations usually account for a large portion of revenues. 16 The detail3, Journal3, and PresHerf 3 variables have 69 or 70 observations rather than 63 because we have defined them at the level of the brand name rather than at the level of the drug. 17 14 Our detailing data are in minutes. This calculation assumes a cost of $10 a minute. 15 More precisely, it is the average over the three years of the annual concentration measure PresHerf described in Appendix Section C. For seven of the drugs, we are missing data for one of the three years. In these cases, the average was taken over the two years for which data was available. 16 Recall that the scale of a Herfindahl index is such that the index would be equal to 1/n if a drug is sold in n presentations and each receives equal revenues. Ten of our drugs are sold in a single presentation and hence have PresHerf 3 equal to one. The mean of PresHerf 3 for the remaining drugs is still 0.46.
17 Hence, the seven drugs that are sold under multiple brand names contribute multiple observations to these regressions. The small number of missing observations are due to cases where we judged the data to be unreliable. Drugs for which no detail or journal advertising was performed are included and coded as zeros. The dPric e t and HPric e t variables are yearly observations of the price of one presentation of each drug deflated by the Consumer Price Index. The summary statistics indicate that the average price increases in the drugstore and hospital markets are 1.9 percent and 1 percent above the rate of inflation.
The data on the HospFrac variable reflect that drugstore revenues are usually substantially larger than hospital revenues.
C. revenue as a Proxy for Market Size
Our approach to studying strategic investment requires that we have a proxy for "market size" and that there be sufficient heterogeneity in this variable. In this section, we note that pre-expiration revenues should be a good market-size proxy.
Previous work by Grabowski and Vernon (1992) , J. P. Bae (1997) , and Scott Morton (2000) has established that pre-expiration revenues are a significant predictor of generic entry. This should not be surprising. There is tremendous variation in revenues across drugs, and no obvious reason why the fixed costs of developing drugs should be comparably heterogeneous and correlated. The first column of Table 3 reports estimates from a probit regression of Entry3yr on revenue3 to verify that such a relationship exists in our data as well. The second column adds several other covariates to the regression. None except revenue3 have a statistically significant effect on the likelihood of generic entry.
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One can only expect to be able to find a nonmonotonic investment pattern in the cross section due to strategic investment if the heterogeneity in market sizes is sufficiently large so that a dataset contains markets where the likelihood of entry is small, intermediate, and large. To give some feel for the degree of heterogeneity in 18 The point estimates are that drugs treating chronic conditions and drugs sold mostly through hospitals were more likely to face generic entry, although neither estimate is significant even at the 10 percent level. We would also find such estimates a bit surprising as they do not conform with intuitive findings in the previous literature about where markups are greatest: Alan T. Sorensen's (2000) study of dispersion in retail drug prices in New york State indicates that drugs treating acute conditions have higher retail markups (and less dispersion), and Ellison and Snyder (2010) and others report that hospitals pay lower wholesale prices for antibiotics than do drugstores. Scott Morton (2000) does report that entry is significantly more likely for drugs treating chronic conditions and for drugs where the hospital share of sales is larger in her analysis of a larger dataset which overlaps substantially with ours. our data, we divide our sample into five revenue-based subsamples. Table 4 reports the range of revenues in each group and the fraction of drugs in each group that experienced entry within three years of patent expiration. 19 The main observation to be taken away from this table is that one can think of the lowest quintile, Q1, as containing drugs that face a low probability of generic entry, those in the next quintile, Q2, as having an intermediate probability of generic entry, and those in the top three quintiles, Q3, Q4, and Q5, as having a high probability of generic entry. The strategic entry-deterrence motive will vary continuously with revenues (and other unobservables), but one can roughly regard it as being most salient for drugs in the second-lowest revenue quintile.
V. Strategic Investment in Pharmaceuticals: Cross-Sectional Patterns in Incumbent Behavior
The three subsections of this section examine data on three potential strategic investments: detail advertising, journal advertising, and presentation proliferation. In each subsection, we first discuss what might be expected absent entry-deterrence motives, i.e., the likely "direct" and "competition" effects, and how behavior might be distorted to deter entry. We then present some descriptive regressions illustrating the cross-sectional patterns in the data, and comment on whether any nonmonotonicities are significant using the tests discussed in Section III. 
The table presents estimates of probit models. The dependent variable is a dummy for whether entry occurs within three years of patent expiration. The explanatory variables are average revenue in the three years prior to patent expiration, the fraction of sales which are through hospitals (as opposed to drugstores), a measure of whether the drug treats a chronic or acute condition, and the number of other drugs in the therapeutic class. The observations are 63 drug molecules which lost patent protection at some point between 1986 and 1992.
A. detail Advertising
Our Example 1 is intended to serve as a simple base model for the economics of detail advertising. It has two main assumptions. One is that advertising builds the market for a drug but provides spillover benefits to generic entrants. For two reasons, we believe such spillovers would be expected with pharmaceutical advertising. First, the FDA requires the content of pharmaceutical advertising to be based on the drug's therapeutic characteristics. Prescribing physicians will know that claims about therapeutic characteristics apply equally to generics (which are chemically identical). Second, even if the advertising bolstered physicians' opinions of the branded product relative to the generic, spillover benefits would accrue to generics at the dispensing stage where generic substitution is very common. The second main assumption of Example 1 is that advertising costs are proportional to the size of the patient population (more targeted than broadcast in nature). This assumption is most plausible for drugs prescribed by specialists: if condition A is twice as prevalent as condition B, then we would expect that there will be twice as many specialists treating condition A, and twice as many sales representative hours will be needed to visit the condition A doctors. The conclusion of Example 1 is that the advertising-tomarket size ratio will be monotonically decreasing in the market size if firms are not influenced by strategic entry-deterrence motivations. Our cross-sectional analysis will examine advertising-to-sales ratios. 20 To the extent that sales is an appropriate proxy for market size, we would expect the advertising-to-sales ratio to be monotonically decreasing in the market size if advertising is not influenced by an entrydeterrence motive.
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Our graphical analysis of Example 1 illustrated the expected impact of an entrydeterrence motive. The form that "strategic entry deterrence" takes in this example is somewhat counterintuitive: the "strategic investment" is to reduce advertising. This reduction in advertising is a "playing dead" strategy, although it is not intended 20 For drugs sold under multiple brand names, our advertising data is at the level of the brand rather than the drug. In these cases, we use brand-specific sales in the advertising-to-sales ratios. 21 Note that the fact that the relationship should be monotone decreasing means that endogeneity is a potential concern. Note also that in addition to the concerns noted above, the use of sales instead of an ideal market size creates a division bias in the dependent variable. This would be another mechanism leading to a negative relationship between the left-and right-hand-side variables, but we have not identified any formal conditions under which the relationship would remain monotone decreasing. to fool generic competitors: reducing advertising simply reduces demand for the drug, which makes the market less attractive to entrants and thereby reduces the likelihood of generic entry. Recall that "intermediate-sized" means roughly where entry is uncertain, which in our case is around the second revenue quintile. For a first look at how the detailing-to-sales ratio varies with revenues in data, we estimate the regression
where _ r is the mean of log(revenue3). We include Specialis t i because detailing is more cost-effective for drugs prescribed by specialists than for drugs prescribed by nonspecialists (each of whom will only have a small number of patients who could benefit from the drug).
Coefficient estimates are reported in the first column of Table 5 . The regression does not provide any evidence for a nonmonotonic pattern. Indeed, it provides little evidence of any patterns at all. The r 2 of the regression is low. The coefficient estimates on the revenue variables and the coefficient estimate on the Specialist variable are all statistically insignificant. is the low value for the second quintile, which, as noted earlier, can be thought of as drugs facing an intermediate probability of generic entry. The means in the quintiles are, however, noisily estimated and sensitive to how the data is divided because there are a relatively small number of drugs that advertise heavily. To provide a formal test of whether the nonmonotonicity is significant without imposing arbitrary cutoffs, we carried out the tests described in Section B. 22 The sixth and seventh columns report estimated p-values for these two tests. The Ellison and Ellison (2000) test is statistically significant at the 5 percent level, but the Hall and Heckman (2000) test is not. We conclude that the level of noise and the size of the dataset make it hard for us to say whether apparent nonmonoticity in the table is significant. 23 We should note that there are other factors that could be relevant to detail advertising that are not captured in Example 1, and these could provide alternate explanations for nonmonotonicy. For example, one could argue that the appropriate model is more like that of Example 2 and the detail-to-sales ratio declines from small-to intermediate-sized markets because of the competition effect (the benefits are smaller when the incumbent will only capture a share of the gains), but then increases in larger markets because of a positive direct effect, e.g., fixed costs are such that only very popular drugs can be advertised to nonspecialist doctors. Indeed, we think a nice feature of our framework is that it makes it easy to think about whether other factors would change the qualitative conclusions. For example, one could argue that detail advertising may also serve to differentiate branded products from generics along the lines of Example 4. Our understanding is that this effect is not very important in pharmaceuticals, but it is an effect that goes in the opposite direction, and one could think about whether it might be a plausible alternate explanation if advertising-to-sales ratios were increasing in some region. 22 In these and all other monotonicity tests, we used a Probit transformation of the log(revenue3) variable as the z variable (using the coefficients in the first column of Table 3 ). This makes the range of z a large subset of [0,1] and seemed desirable because the kernel regression approximations to the function are derived from pooling observations with similar probabilities of generic entry. We set the smoothing parameter for the Ellison and Ellison (2000) style test to be equal to 0.2 and used a parameter for the Hall and Heckman (2000) test corresponding to subregressions of 15 observations. 23 Note that we made no assumptions about the direction of entry-deterring activity in the design of our test. We could have assumed, based on our reasoning above, that the direction of entry deterrence would be to decrease advertising, and designed a test to look specifically for deviations in that direction. Such a test would be expected to have higher power. 
B. Journal Advertising
Our second potential tool for strategic entry deterrence is journal advertising. We think of journal advertising as a less natural setting in which to use monotonicity tests as a test of strategic intent-the market may be better described by Example 2 than Example 1. The competition effect should be negative as before: doctors will realize that information in medical journal advertisements applies also to generics, and there will be substitution at the pharmacy level. But Proposition 1 won't apply, because the direct effect should be positive: the cost per potential patient should be decreasing in the size of the pool of potential patients. 24 The strategic distortion would be the same as for detail advertising: firms should reduce advertising in intermediate-sized markets to reduce the attractiveness of the market to potential entrants.
The second column of Table 5 reports estimates from a regression of Journal3/ revenue3 on log(revenue3), (log(revenue3) − _ r ) 2 and Specialist. The positive coefficient on log(revenue3) suggests that advertising-to-sales ratios are higher in larger markets, but this coefficient and all the others are not significant. The r 2 is again low.
The quintile means reported in the second row of Table 6 indicate that journal advertising is also lowest in the second quintile. The results are similar to what we found for detail advertising, but with the role of the two tests reversed: the Hall and Heckman (2000) test rejects monotonicity at the 8 percent level while the Ellison and Ellison (2000) test does not.
We would summarize these results by saying that they suggest that there may again be some nonmonoticity in the relationship between journal advertising and market size, although the evidence here is even weaker. The form of the nonmonotonicity is consistent with what one would expect from an entry-deterrence model. For the journal advertising application, however, the basic economics of the problem had suggested to us from the start that a nonstrategic story could also be given: it could be that the competition effect dominates in small markets whereas economies of scale drive the cross-sectional pattern in large markets.
C. Presentation Proliferation
The final incumbent action we examine here is presentation proliferation. Example 3 reflects two considerations that we suspect are important. First, we think there would be a strong positive direct effect: firms will invest more in developing new presentations when the market is larger because the costs of developing are mostly fixed, whereas the benefits scale with the size of the market. Second, a factor that may make the competition effect positive is that the incremental benefits of a new presentation are largest when it gives the incumbent a monopoly niche that it otherwise would not have had. Hence, our presumption is that investment in presentation proliferation would likely be monotone increasing in market size absent entry-deterrence motives. Our dependent variable, PresHerf 3, is a Herfindahl-style measure which is smaller when the number of presentations is larger. Hence, we would expect that it would be monotone decreasing in market size. 25 Again, although not necessary for our test, it is useful to note that the entry-deterrence motive gives incumbents in intermediate-sized markets an incentive to increase the number of presentations in which the drug is sold. This action makes it more costly for entrants to match the incumbents' full product line (or leaves entrants with a lower market share if they enter with a limited product line) and would be reflected in a reduction in our Herfindahl-style measure, PresHer f 3, in intermediate-sized markets. 26 An aspect of this application that makes it less than ideal is that the direct effect may be very strong. Strategic investment will only lead to nonmonotonicity if the strategic incentive is strong enough to outweigh the direct effect.
The third column of Table 5 reports coefficient estimates from a regression of PresHer f 3 on log(revenue3), (log(revenue3) − _ r ) 2 , and two control variables. There is clearly a strong relationship between presentation proliferation and revenues: the coefficient on log(revenue3) is negative and highly significant. The quadratic term yields no evidence of nonmontonicity. The control variables, Psych and Topical, are also highly significant. 27 Table 6 similarly gives no indication of a nonmonotone pattern. The quintile means are monotonically decreasing. And the two monotonicity tests indicate that there is nothing in the data to suggest a nonmonotonic pattern: the p-values are 0.48 and 0.92.
We would summarize these results by saying that they suggest that there is a strong direct effect of market size on presentation proliferation. Our approach will have less power to detect strategic entry deterrence when direct effects are larger. The cross-section data on presentation proliferation appears to be a case where our approach will have limited power.
VI. Strategic Investment in Pharmaceuticals: A Differences-in-Differences Approach
In this section we exploit an additional feature of the pharmaceutical environment-entry is prohibited until a known point in time-to construct additional tests for strategic entry deterrence.
One can think of the analysis in the previous section as examining a cross section produced by a data generating process of the form
where we have broken the equilibrium behavior A * ( z i ) into two components: the behavior that would have been optimal if firms ignored the strategic entry-deterrence 25 Note that the fact that we expect PresHerf3 to be decreasing means that endogeneity is not a concern. What matters is the revenue-enhancing investment which we expect here to be increasing. 26 An effect that could go in the other direction is that presentation proliferation can make the market more attractive to entrants if it expands the market and the cost of copying the added presentations is not large. 27 Psychoactive drugs tend to be offered in a much wider range of dosages than other drugs and topical medications tend to have a large number of presentations both because of variation in the dosage and because they may be offered as creams, liquids, gels, etc., in different-sized tubes. motive, A nd * ( z i ), and the pure strategic term, A Ed * ( z i ) − A nd * ( z i ), multiplied by a coefficient γ t , which would take on the value of one if firms fully recognized and reacted to the strategic entry-deterrence motive, and zero in the other extreme where firms do not recognize this incentive or choose not to respond to it. Writing the equation this way highlights two reasons why it might be difficult to find evidence of strategic entry deterrence in a pure cross-section dataset. First, if A nd * ( z i ) is steeply sloped, then its slope may overwhelm the nonomonotonicity of the strategic term γ t ( A Ed * ( z i ) − A nd * ( z i )) and leave us with no nonmonotonicity to detect. Second, even if it is not steeply sloped, the error terms due to drug-specific heterogeneity and noise, η i and ϵ it , may be large enough to make it hard to provide significant evidence from small sample sizes.
Suppose that one also had the opportunity to observe each market at two points in time: a time t when the incumbent invested as above, and a second time t′ when the entry-deterrence motive was weaker (or absent) and the incumbent chose
with γ t′ < γ t . The difference between the two observations would then be given by
Detecting nonmonotone pattern in this equation could be much easier for two reasons: the potentially steeply sloped nonstrategic term has been eliminated, and the error variance may be smaller. (If the nonstrategic term really completely drops out as above, then the function is identically zero absent an entry-deterrence motive and the framework can be applied regardless of whether nonstrategic investment is monotone.) In our pharmaceutical application, generic entry is prohibited until a known date. Further in advance of this date, the entry-deterrence motive should be weaker, e.g., if the rate at which advertising goodwill decays is such that advertising today will have only a trivial impact on demand at the patent-expiration date, then the incentive to distort advertising will be very weak. Of course, if one looks much further from the patent expiration date it becomes less plausible that the nonstrategic optimum, A nd * ( z i ), and the drug-specific heterogeneity η i , are really the same at the two points in time, e.g., firms advertise much more when launching a new drug than in subsequent years. To balance these two considerations, we examine here the difference between firm behavior in the year immediately prior to patent expiration and firm behavior in the preceding two years.
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In the subsections that follow, we examine whether changes in each of the potential "strategic investments" are nonmontone in market size. We drop all observations for there is zero advertising in both years from the change-in-advertising analyses, and drugs that are only ever offered in a single presentation from the change-in-presentation-proliferation analyses. Our primary dependent variable is an indicator variable for the behavior having increased or decreased. This empirical strategy makes the comparisons as simple as possible and eliminates problems due to outliers and heteroskedasticity.
A. detail Advertising
Recall that a strategic entry-deterrence model predicts that firms in intermediate-sized markets would reduce their detail advertising to make their market less attractive to potential entrants. For a first look at the question of which firms are increasing and decreasing detail advertising prior to patent expiration, the first row of Table 7 reports the fraction of drugs in each revenue quintile that increased their detail/sales ratio in the year prior to patent expiration (relative to the detail/sales ratio for the two prior years). The row below this lists the number of drugs remaining in each quintile after we dropped drugs that did no detail advertising at all in the 36 months prior to patent expiration. Note that a pattern roughly consistent with the entry-deterrence model is visible: almost all of the drugs in the second quintile are decreasing detailing as patent expiration approaches; and the fraction of drugs that are decreasing detail advertising is higher here than in any other quintile. The use of a binary dependent variable makes this analysis less sensitive to outliers than our cross-section analysis, but the number of observations is now even smaller, and in particular there are only four drugs in the first quintile that do any detail advertising, which would make it hard for any pattern to be highly significant. The nonparametric tests each indicate that the pattern here is not statistically significant.
We conclude that when we examine detail advertising changes prior to patent expiration instead of levels, we cannot provide significant evidence of strategic entry deterrence. The form of the pattern is what one would expect under a strategic 
notes: This table reports the fraction of drugs in each revenue quintile for which the investment variable was higher in the year immediately prior to patent expiration than it was on average in the previous two years. The number of observations in each cell is in parentheses below the quintile means.
entry-deterrence theory, but we have too few observations of real changes to say that anything is significant.
B. Journal Advertising
The strategic use of journal advertising is similar: firms in intermediate-sized markets would reduce journal advertising to deter entry. The second row of Table 7 indicates that reducing journal advertising is most common among firms in the third (and first) revenue-quintile. The nonparametric tests are consistent in that they both regard the nonmonotonicity as significant at the 6 percent to 8 percent level. But given that the form of the nonmonotonicity is not what would be expected given the theory, we would not regard this finding as evidence of strategic entry deterrence.
On the whole, journal advertising turns out to be a less interesting application. The fact that the direct and competition effects go in opposite directions means that nonstrategic explanations for nonmonotonicities will be plausible. Our crosssection analysis had provided some weak evidence that journal advertising is lower in intermediate-sized markets, as one would expect in an entry-deterrence model. Looking at changes in journal advertising as patent expiration approaches does not provide any additional support.
C. Presentation Proliferation
The potential strategic use of presentation proliferation is that firms in intermediate-sized markets could try to deter entry by introducing more presentations. This would mean that our PresHerf measure of presentation dispersion would be lower in these markets. We noted earlier that the cross-sectional relationship between market size and presentation proliferation is dominated by a strong trend, which is consistent with what one would expect given that the costs of developing presentations are largely fixed costs. Accordingly, one might expect our differences-in-differences approach to have more incremental benefit here.
The quintile means, reported in the third main row of Table 7 , suggest the possibility of nonmonotonicity. The two nonparametric tests both indicate that the departure from monotonicity is significant at the 8 percent to 9 percent level. However, the magnitudes of the nonmonotonicities are not large, and the pattern does not match well with what one would expect from a strategic entry-deterrence model.
We conclude that looking at how firms change their presentation proliferation in the year prior to patent expiration yields some weak evidence of nonmonotonic behavior. But the magnitudes of the nonmonotonicities are not large and the pattern is such that it cannot be regarded as compelling evidence of firms' being influenced by a strategic entry-deterrence motive.
D. Pricing
Pricing is another case in which looking at changes in behavior could have a large incremental benefit. We did not attempt to discuss strategic pricing at all in our cross-section analysis because it is hard to normalize prices in any way that makes comparisons across drugs meaningful. 29 Looking at whether firms are increasing or decreasing prices as patent expiration approaches, in contrast, is both simple and sensible.
The challenge of constructing a theory of prices as an entry-deterring investment is the lack of a physical link between the past and future prices: setting a low price today has no effect on entry if entrants expect the incumbent to jump to the static duopoly price as soon as entry occurs. The theoretical literature has identified a number of ways in which pricing decisions may affect subsequent entry: prices may signal something about the incumbent or the market to the entrant, they may be distorted for signal jamming reasons, or there may be some more direct link between periods due to switching costs, learning by doing, etc.
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Variants of some of these stories would be plausible for the pharmaceutical application. One possibility is that current and future prices may be linked for political economy reasons: pharmaceutical firms come under substantial scrutiny when they raise prices and hence setting a low price today will make it more costly for a firm to set a higher price if a generic subsequently enters. Our discussions with industry sources suggest that the textbook signaling model of entry deterrence is not highly plausible: generic firms are well-informed about both prices and revenues (and indeed have all the same data we have). However, one could easily adapt a signaling model to make it more plausible. Generic firms will not be well informed about price elasticities, so it might be plausible to imagine that firms could choose prices that are too low from the perspective of static profit maximization in order to convince generic entrants that elasticities are such that it will be profitable for them to continue to charge low prices after generic entry. In summary, the most plausible applications of strategic pricing models suggest that firms in intermediate-sized markets might distort prices downward to deter entry.
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The fourth row of Table 7 reports the frequency with which firms in each quintile are raising prices charged to drugstores in the year before patent expiration. 32 The quintiles suggest some nonmonotonicity, but the formal nonparametric tests do not find it to be significant.
The fifth row repeats this exercise for hospital prices. Here, the general pattern is that price increases are more common in the higher-revenue quintiles and the monotonicity tests indicate that there is no significant evidence of nonmonotonicity. 29 What one would want for a study of strategic pricing is to look at each drug's price relative to the level that would be optimal absent entry-deterrence motives, but any normalization of this kind would require much more information than is available to us, e.g., one would want to estimate own-price elasticities for each drug. 30 Among the early papers in this literature are Milgrom and John Roberts (1982) , Fudenberg and Tirole (1983, 1986) , Joseph E. Harrington, Jr. (1986) , and Klemperer (1987) .
31 Incumbents distorting their prices down in advance of entry might also provide an additional explanation for the much talked about observation that incumbents sometimes raise prices following generic entry. See Masson and Steiner (1985) ; Hurwitz and Caves (1988) ; Caves, Whinston, and Hurwitz (1991); Grabowski and Vernon (1992) ; and Zvi Griliches and Iain Cockburn (1994) . One situation in which the opposite distortion in prices might be expected is when the incumbent also sells another product in the therapeutic category that has a greater remaining patent life. In such a situation, a strategy for dealing with generic entry which has been mentioned to us is to try to induce consumers of the product with the expiring patent to switch to the other product. One way to do this is to raise the price of the older product.
32 To be precise, the table reports the fraction of drugs for which the real price was higher in the year immediately prior to patent expiration than it was, on average, in the two previous years. Note that not all drugs in our sample were sold in both hospitals and drugstores.
VII. Conclusion
The expiration of a pharmaceutical patent, and the subsequent opening of a drug market to potential entrants, is a momentous event for pharmaceutical firms. In this paper, we have examined how a number of firms have set prices, chosen advertising levels, and adjusted their presentation-level product mix at this time. In some cases, we have found nonmonotonic patterns that are consistent with what one would expect to see if incumbents' actions were influenced by a desire to deter generic entry. In our cross-sectional analysis, we noted that detail and journal advertising were relatively low in intermediate-sized markets, which is what one would expect if firms strategically let a marginal market decay to make it less attractive to generic entrants. Our analysis of changes in detail advertising as patent expiration approached found a similar pattern.
We would be hesitant, however, to describe these results as indicative of entrydeterring behavior without providing a number of caveats. First and foremost, the nonmonotonicities are only marginally significant when one assesses them using nonparametric tests. Second, a variety of alternative nonstrategic explanations could be given-indeed we would argue that a benefit of our framework is that it makes it easy to think through various alternatives. Third, we have found just a few significant nonmonotonicities relative to the number of tests we have carried out on several potential strategic investments. Accordingly we would be interested to see further analyses of richer datasets that might help assess whether the limited number of significant results is because there is not much strategic behavior, or because our nonparametric tests will have limited power to detect moderate effects given the limited sample size and the demanding benchmark of significance in a fully nonparametric test.
From a practical perspective, it should be pointed out that the possibly entry-deterring behavior we identify is not in blockbuster drugs-it occurs for more obscure drugs with relatively low revenues. This is a result of our empirical strategy, and should not be interpreted as a suggestion that strategic behavior is more common in these incumbents than in incumbents with blockbuster drugs. On the contrary, if incumbents have indeed figured out the potential gains from altering future competitive conditions on these unimportant drugs, then one would assume that firms are also strategically sophisticated with regard to their more important products. However, our approach cannot provide any direct evidence on whether blockbuster patent holders are behaving strategically.
More generally, this is a paper about the testing of strategic entry-deterrence theories. Strategic investment models have become widespread in industrial organization, strategic management, and other fields over the last three decades. Empirical analyses of such models should be useful for diverse reasons: from a behavioral perspective, one could wonder whether firms have figured out the sometimes subtle effects; and regulators may be interested in whether firms are actively trying to deter entry. Direct tests of strategic intent are made difficult by the need to precisely estimate long run elasticities and to consider the value of investments in alternate states of the world, however, and the empirical literature to date is limited. Our approach does not require extensive data. We hope that it may thereby enable future work in this area. Table A1 reports results of simulations designed to assess the size and power of the tests of monotonicity we use.
B. Monte Carlo Study of Monotonicity Tests
The table reports the frequency with which monotonicity was rejected when we constructed simulated datasets using various data generating processes and then tested for monotonicity via the same procedures we apply to our real data. To compute each entry in the table we constructed 500 simulated datasets, ran our bootstrap procedure to find estimated 5 percent critical values, and then compared the value of the test statistic on the simulated dataset to the estimated critical value. 34 The simulated datasets had 100 data points with uniform draws on The first three rows of the table examine the size of the test statistics under three different monotone data generating processes. The first, labeled M1, is A i = ϵ i , with ϵ i a standard normal random variable. The second, M2, is A i = x(2 − x) + ϵ i . In the third, M3, A i is a 0/1 variable generated from the linear probability model Pr{ A i = 1 | z i } = 0.25 + 0.5 z i . The rejection rates are usually around 5 percent as they should be.
The fourth and fifth rows examine the power of the tests when applied to nonmonotone data generating processes. The process labelled NM1 consisted of setting A i = 10 z i (1.4 − z i ) + ϵ i , with ϵ i a standard normal random variable. Note that this function is increasing on [0,0.7) and decreasing on (0.7,1]. The value at the right endpoint is 0.9 less than the value at the peak, which is slightly less than one standard deviation of the error distribution. In the process labelled NM2, A i is a 0/1 variable with Pr{ A i = 1 | z i } = 0.25 + 2 z i (1 − z i ). The rejection rates in these simulations range from 26.8 percent to 47.2 percent. Hence, one can think of processes NM1 and NM2 as exemplifying the magnitude of the departure from monotonicity that must be present in the data to be detected by our tests. 34 We used 1,000 bootstrap repetitions to construct the estimated critical values. The procedure for doing these was to fit an isotone regression to the simulated dataset and draw errors from the difference between the actual and fitted values. 
C. data description
Our basic dataset includes 63 distinct chemical compounds that faced potential generic entry as the result of a patent or FDA exclusivity expiration between 1986 and 1992. 35, 36 We collected the data on revenues, prices, and advertising from historical IMS audits of the pharmaceutical industry. Like all IMS sales data, the prices and revenues are those paid by the retail or hospital sector, in other words, essentially at the wholesale level. Our revenue data contain annual presentation-level wholesale revenues for all presentations of each drug in both the hospital and drugstore submarkets for five years: three years prior to patent expiration, the year of patent expiration, and the year following patent expiration. We construct two variables from this data which we use to help measure the attractiveness of the market to potential entrants: revenue3 is the average annual revenue (in thousands of dollars) from hospital and drugstore sales in the three calendar years before, but not including, the year of patent expiration; and HospFrac is the fraction of total revenues in the calendar year prior to patent expiration which were due to hospital sales. All prices and revenues are in constant 1982-1984 dollars.
Our advertising data on each drug consist of two variables, detail and Journal. The former is the number of minutes that pharmaceutical company "detailers" spent promoting the drug in direct conversations with physicians. The latter is an estimate of dollars spent on journal advertisements promoting the drug based on audits of medical journals. The advertising data is at a monthly frequency and includes 48 observations per drug covering the 36 months prior to patent expiration, the month of patent expiration, and the 11 subsequent months.
Our primary measure of the degree to which an incumbent has engaged in presentation proliferation, PresHerf, is a Herfindahl-style measure that is also constructed from the presentation-level revenue data. Specifically, we define PresHer f it = w i ∑ k z idkt 2 + (1 − w i ) ∑ k z ihkt 2 , where w i is the fraction of the sales of drug i which are made through drugstores and z idkt and z ihkt are the fractions of drug i's revenues in year t in the drugstore and hospital markets, respectively, which are accounted for by presentation k. 37 PresHerf will be large in markets where a small number of 35 Our dataset contains 71 drugs, where a drug is defined as a brand-name product sold by the patent-holder or licensee prior to expiration. Seven of our chemical compounds were sold under multiple brand-names, accounting for the discrepancy. 36 These drugs are a subset of those used in Scott Morton (2000) . The sample is intended to be an as-completeas-possible list of the drugs that lost patent protection in this period, although we were conservative in constructing the sample and only included drugs when we were sufficiently confident about the identification of the relevant patent and exclusivity restrictions. This task can be difficult even though drug manufacturers are required by the FDA to report all relevant patents with expiration dates and the FDA publishes this information in the Approved Product List ("The Orange Book"). The reason is that which patents are truly relevant is not something the FDA can sort out, and it is clearly in the interests of the manufacturers to list patents even if their relevance is questionable. For the high revenue drugs, potential entry dates are often listed in trade publications and are, therefore, fairly easy to track down, absent court battles over expiration. Information is more difficult to come by for the smaller revenue drugs because potential entry into those drugs is usually not an important event. For those we relied more on FDA publications. Additional sources we used were lists of patent expiration dates published by the Generic Pharmaceutical Industry Association and Arthur D. Little; Caves, Whinston, and Hurwitz (1991) ; lists of ANDAs; and information on generics being produced in various issues of drug Facts and Comparisons. 37 Defining presentations by differences at the wholesale level will in some cases be a poor reflection of how proliferation affects the costs of entry. For example, 100mg tablets sold to pharmacies in a 100 tablet bottle will be presentations account for most of the revenues and smaller in markets where sales are more evenly divided among a larger number of presentations.
Because of the different presentations, a drug's price is difficult to define. (Prices for different presentations are clearly not set to equalize the total cost of a duration of treatment or in proportion to the quantity of the active ingredient.) In our study of pricing patterns, we look at changes in the drugstore and hospital prices of each drug using variables, HPrice and dPrice, which give the price of one particular presentation of each drug in the five-year window around the year of patent expiration. 38 We obtained information on drug characteristics and whether generic entry did in fact occur from several other sources. 39 The primary variable we will use to study entry, Entry3yr, is a dummy variable equal to one if at least one firm had an Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA) approved (allowing it to produce a generic version of the drug) within three years of the date at which a patent expires. 40 Chronic is set to zero for drugs which treat an acute condition, and to one for drugs which treat a chronic condition. 41 Psych is an indicator for whether the drug primarily treats a psychological condition. Topical is an indicator for whether the drug is usually applied topically. TherSubs is the number of other chemical compounds in a drug's therapeutic class, where we used therapeutic categories defined by drug Facts and Comparisons. Specialist is a proxy for the extent to which the drug tends to be prescribed by specialists. It is obtained by computing the GINI coefficient for each therapeutic class of drugs from a table of frequency of prescription by various specialties. Cardiovascular drugs, for instance, have a GINI coefficient of 0.18 whereas ophthalmic drugs have a value of 0.35, indicating that prescriptions for cardiovasculars are more spread out across specialties than are prescriptions for ophthalmics. (Those two categories represent the minimum and maximum values.) Each drug is categorized in therapeutic class and assigned the GINI coefficient for its therapeutic class as its value of Specialist. treated as different from 100mg tablets sold in bubble packs and as different from 100mg tablets sold to pharmacies in a 500 tablet bottle. The descriptors in our data at times do not make it clear how similar/different wholesale presentations are, but it did not appear that problems like those described above are very important in the aggregate. We would also have preferred to sum the presentation-by-presentation revenues across hospitals and drugstores before computing the sum of squares, but given the form of our data, this would have entailed a laborious manual matching. Given that 70 percent of the drugs have at least 90 percent of their sales in one submarket or the other, we felt that just taking weighted averages was a reasonable compromise. 38 We usually chose the presentation that had the highest revenue in the first year of our data. 39 These include drug Facts and Comparisons, Physician's desk reference, the FDA's Approved drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations, and discussions with physicians. 40 Caves, Whinston, and Hurwitz (1991) and Scott Morton (1999) note that entry in pharmaceutical markets often does not occur immediately upon patent expiration, and that only part of the delay in attributable to uncertainties in the length of time necessary for ANDA approval. 41 The variable is set to one-half for a few drugs which were judged to be intermediate on this dimension.
